
The Giants

Genesis, chapter 6
When  man  began  to  multiply  on  the  face  of  the  land  and  daughters  were  born  to  
them, 2 the sons of God* saw that the daughters of man were attractive. And they took as  
their  wives  any  they  chose. 3 Then  the LORD said, “My  Spirit  shall  not  abide  in man 
forever, for he is flesh: his days shall be 120 years.” 4 The Nephilim* were on the earth in  
those days, and also afterward, when the sons of God came in to the daughters of man and  
they bore children to them. These were the mighty men who were of old, the men of renown.

Sons of God : probably the angels, in that case the « fallen angels »

Nephilim : sometimes translated by «  giants » , it comes from the word « nephel » what means «             
                  the ones who fell » . They are sons of fallen angels and daughters of men.

In the Bible, the fallen angels had sexual relationships with women. These unions created strange 
creatures, like giants and some others. The giants are presented as really tall men ( 3-4 meters) , 
strong and powerful. Today, even the religious people don't study giants and talk about « legends ». 

But a bit everywhere on earth, we can find some skeletons of these tall creatures and we can see the  
result of their work.

The skeletons

  

 

Part of a giant skeleton found in the 50's in Turkey,

The giant was about 4,57 m. The bone is in a museum now.

Crane of a giant child found in Peru what is 
50cm, bigger than a normal adult one. 
Studying his teeth, scientists said that he was 
less than two years old.



Some pictures : 

   

The signs they were here

The scientists can't explain how our ancestors made the pyramids. And they can't explain why we 
can find these buildings everywhere on earth, even in the oceans !! The Bible make us understand 
that they were societies before ours. Societies composed by giants and, before them, fallen angels. 
They were destroyed by God because they were violent and they didn't care about Him anymore.

The giants were really stronger than normal human, so they could create enormous buildings like 
pyramids. They were sons of fallen angels, so they were powerful. We still can see their work 
nowadays.



Some pictures of pyramids from all around the world :

   

 

Underwater city, found near Cuba, 
2001

We can see pyramids !


